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Presentation Abstract
The goal of this work is to support the development of new weather guidance products that will aid in transforming air traffic management to accommodate new air vehicles and demand for increased mobility. Unexpected variations in winds and visibility (caused by fog) can impact the safety and efficiency of ATMx operations including off airport UAS Traffic Management (UTM), Urban Air Mobility (UAM) and advanced airport operations. Such variations are often associated with sharp gradients in surface conditions and/or topography which can exert a strong influence on the development and evolution of local wind patterns and fog. While UAS are vulnerable to these variabilities, UAS can also collect observations in data sparse areas to improve their own weather guidance. This has been demonstrated using UAS observations collected during the 2018 LAPSE-RATE field experiment in the San Luis Valley of Colorado. Observing System Experiments were conducted to evaluate the impact of assimilating UAS observations on the prediction of finescale flows and the evolution of the boundary layer. Results of these OSEs will be presented. Additional work toward improving the localized prediction of fog using UAS observations is underway with an FAA-funded field experiment called Frequent in situ Observations above Ground for Modeling and Advanced Prediction of fog (FOGMAP) planned for early 2021. This study is a collaboration between NCAR and the University of Kentucky. Initial assessments of the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) and other guidance products indicate the challenges associated with predicting fog for airports situated within a river valley like Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International (CVG). In preparation for FOGMAP, the sensitivity of predictions of fog to model assumptions is assessed for two cases that occurred during the 2020 winter season. Details of the field experiment design will also be discussed.
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